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Abstract: One of the methods used to reduce the size of terms vocabulary in Arabic text categorization is to replace the 

different variants (forms) of words by their common root. This process is called stemming based on the extraction of the root. 

Therefore, the search of the root in Arabic or Arabic word root extraction is more difficult than in other languages since the 

Arabic language has a very different and difficult structure, that is because it is a very rich language with complex 

morphology. Many algorithms are proposed in this field. Some of them are based on morphological rules and grammatical 

patterns, thus they are quite difficult and require deep linguistic knowledge. Others are statistical, so they are less difficult and 

based only on some calculations. In this paper we propose an improved stemming algorithm based on the extraction of the root 

and the technique of n-grams which permit to return Arabic words’ stems without using any morphological rules or 

grammatical patterns.  
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1. Introduction 

Arabic is one of the oldest and the most used language 

in the world. It is spoken by over 300 million people in 

the Arabic world, and used by more than 1.7 billion 

Muslims over the world because it is the language of 

the Holy Quran. Here we can distinguish two types of 

Arabic; a more classical language, as found in the Holy 

Quran or poetry, a standardized modern language, and 

regional dialects [3]. We note also that the Arabic 

language is a Semitic language [13, 16] based on 28 

cursives letters written from right to left. The word in 

Arabic is formed of the root part and some affixes 

(antefixes, prefixes, infixes, suffixes) that form the 

word (  Saaltmwnyha). The Arabic root سأنحًَٕٛٓا

extraction is a very difficult task. This is not the case 

for other languages as English or French, because 

Arabic is a very rich language with a very difficult 

structure and complex morphology. Arabian linguists 

show that all nouns and verbs of the Arabic language 

are derived from a set of roots containing about 11347 

roots; more than 75 % of them are trilateral roots [4]. 

There are many applications based on the roots of 

words in Arabic processing such as: text’s 

classification, text summarizing, information retrieval, 

data and text mining [18, 29]. The Arabic word’s roots 

can be classified according to the vowel letters (أ ، ٔ ، ٘ 

a, w, y) into two types [15]. The first one is called the 

strong roots that do not contain any vowel (  رْة، خشج،

 go, come out, open), the second one is called vocalic فحح

roots that contain at least one vowel (  ,shelter أٖٔ ، ٔعذ

promise). Arabic roots can be further classified  

 
according to the number of their characters into four 

types: Trilateral roots which form most words in the 

Arabic language [4] (e.g., عهى ، كحة ، خشج know, write, 

come out), Quadrilateral roots(e.g., ٌدحشج ، طًأ roll, 

assure), Quinquelateral roots (e.g.,  اَكسش، اقحصذ ، اَطهق

،broken, economize, start) and Hexalateral roots 

(  use, enjoy, tremble). There are اسحعًم ، اسححسٍ اقشعّش

two classes of methods used to extract the roots of 

Arabic words. The first class is based on 

morphological rules. So its methods simulate the same 

process as that of an expert linguist during his analysis 

of a given Arabic word [3, 7, 8, 23, 27], which makes 

the process of extracting a root difficult and complex 

because of the diversity of morphological formulas 

and the multiplicity of word forms for the same root 

when changing the original characters position in the 

word (e.g., عهى ، عانى ، عهٕو ، عٕانى ، يعانى know, scientist, 

sciences, worlds, landmarks) [6, 19]. The second class 

is formed of statistical methods which are simple, fast, 

and do not require any morphological rules but some 

calculations [1, 5, 9, 10, 12, 17, 21].  

In this paper, we propose an improved statistical 

algorithm which permits to build an Arabic stemmer 

based on the extraction of words’ roots and the 

approach of n-grams of characters without using any 

morphological rule. The paper is organized as follows: 

the first section presents some related works, so we 

review some papers that treat the problem of 

extraction of Arabic words’ roots. In the second 

section we introduce our new algorithm. The third 

section presents the experiments that we have done to 

test our new method and also displays the obtained 
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results. In the last section we conclude our work with a 

summary and some ideas to improve it in the future. 

2. Related Work 

Many researchers proposed some algorithms to extract 

Arabic words roots, some of these algorithms are based 

on morphological rules. Thus, they are called 

morphological methods. Others do not use any 

morphological rule but some statistical calculations, so 

they are called statistical algorithms. In the first class of 

algorithms, we can note the following: 

Khoja’s roots [22, 23] extractor removes the longest 

suffix and the longest prefix. It then, matches the 

remaining word with verbal and noun patterns, to 

extract the root. The roots extractor makes use of 

several linguistic data files such as a list of all 

diacritics, punctuation characters, definite articles, and 

stop words [24, 25, 26, 28]. 

Reference [6] proposed a linguistic approach for root 

extraction as a pre-processing step for Arabic text 

mining. The proposed approach is composed of a rule-

based light stemmer and a pattern-based infix remover. 

They propose an algorithm to handle weak, eliminated-

long vowel, hamzated and geminated words. The 

accuracy of the extracted roots is determined by 

comparing them with a predefined list of 5,405 

trilateral and quadrilateral roots. The linguistic 

approach performance was tested on in-house texts 

collection consisting in eight categories, the author 

achieved a success ratio about 73.74%. 

Reference [2] presented a new Arabic root extraction 

algorithm that tries to assign a unique root for each 

Arabic word without having an Arabic roots list, a 

words patterns list, or the Arabic words’ prefixes and 

suffixes list. The algorithm predicts the letter positions 

that may form the word root one by one, using rules 

based on the relations between the Arabic word letters 

and their placement in the word. This algorithm 

consists in two parts. The first part gives the rules that 

distinguish between the Arabic definite letter “  ,AL انـ

La” and the original word letters “  The second part .”انـ

segments each word into three parts and classifies its 

letters according to their positions. The author tested 

her proposed algorithm using the Holy Quran words 

and obtained an accuracy of 93.7% in the root 

extracting process. 

In the second class of algorithms, we can note the 

following: 

Reference [9] developed a root extraction algorithm 

which does not use any dictionary. Their algorithm 

categorizes all Arabic letters according to six integer 

weights, ranging from 0 to 5, as well as the rank of the 

letter which is determined by the position this letter 

holds in a word. The weight and rank are multiplied 

together, and the three letters with the smallest product 

constitute the root of the word. We note that [9] did not 

explain or clarify why or on which basis did he use 

such ranking or weighting. 

Reference [27] proposed an algorithm to extract tri-

literal Arabic roots, this algorithm consists in two 

steps; in the first step, they eliminate stop words as 

well prefixes and suffixes. In the next step, they 

remove the repeated words’ letters until only three 

letters are remain. Then they arrange these remaining 

letters according to their order in the original word, 

which form the root of the original word. The obtained 

results of this algorithm were very promising and give 

an accuracy of root’s extraction over 73%. 

Reference [20] proposed a new way to extract the 

roots of Arabic words using n-grams technique. They 

used two similarity measures; the dissimilarity 

measurement, or the “Manhattan distance 

measurement” and the “Dice’s measurement”. They 

tested their algorithm on the Holy Quran and on a 

corpus of 242 abstracts from the Proceedings of the 

Saudi Arabian National Computer Conferences. They 

concluded from their study that combining the n-

grams with the Dice’s measurement gives better 

results than using the Manhattan distance 

measurement. 

Reference [11] proposed a new algorithm to find 

the system that assigns, for every non vowel word a 

unique root depending on the context of the word in 

the sentence. The proposed system consists in two 

modules; the first one consists in analysing the context 

by segmenting the words of the sentence into its 

elementary morphological units in order to extract its 

possible roots. So, each word is segmented into three 

parts (prefix, stem and suffix). In the second module, 

they based on the context to extract the correct root 

among all possible roots of the word. For this purpose, 

they used a Hidden Markov Models (HMM) approach, 

where the observations are the words and the possible 

roots are the hidden states. They validate their 

algorithm using NEMLAR Arabic writing corpus that 

consists in 500,000 words, and their proposed 

algorithm gives the correct root in more than 98% of 

the training set and 94% of the testing set. 

Reference [30] proposed a new algorithm which 

uses the n-grams technique. An n-gram is a basic text 

analysis tool that is used in natural language 

processing. In this technique, both the word and its 

assumed root are divided into pairs (called bi-gram, or 

di-gram) then the similarity between the word and the 

root is calculated using Equation (1) [14]. This process 

is repeated for each root in the roots list: 

                        )/(*2 BACS                              
(1) 

Where: 

A = Number of unique bi-grams in the word (A) 

B = Number of unique bi-grams in the root (B) 

C = Number of similar unique pairs between the word 

(A) and the root (B) 
 

To use Equation (1) for extracting the word’s root, we 
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must have: the word (A) and the potential roots (B) to 

compare with, then the similarity measuring is 

conducted by computing the value of (S) between the 

word (A) and each potential roots (B).  

3. The Proposed Algorithm 

In our new algorithm, we also use the n-grams 

technique to extract Arabic words roots. For this 

purpose, we proceed according to the following steps: 

 Step 1. We segment the word for which we want to 

find the root, and all the roots of the list into bigrams 

(2-grams). 

For example if we have the word “ٌٕٚزْث” and a list of 

six (06) roots (  we ,(فحح ، خشج ، رْة ، ٔجذ ، ْٔة ، َٓة

proceed the segmentation step as follows: 

W = “ٌٕٚزْث”  ( ٚز، ّٚ ، ٚة ، ٕٚ ، ٍٚ ، رِ ، رب ، رٔ ، رٌ ، ْة

 (، ْٕ ، ٍْ ، تٕ ، تٍ ، ٌٔ

R1 = “فحح”  (  ( فث ،فح ، جح

R2 = “خشج”  (خش ، خج ، سج) 

R3 = “رْة”  (رِ ، رب ، ْة) 

R4 = “ٔجذ”  (ٔج ، ٔد ، جذ) 

R5 = “ْٔة”  (ٔب ، ْة ، ِٔ) 

R6 = “َٓة”  (َة ، ْة ، َّ) 

 Step 2. We calculate the following parameters: 

wN : The number of bigrams in the word w 

iRN : The number of bigrams in the root Ri 

iwRN : The number of common bigrams between the 

word W and the root Ri 

iRw
N : The number of bigrams belonging to the word 

w and do not belong to the root Ri (
iRw

N = wN -
iwRN

) 

wRi

N : The number of bigrams belonging to the root 

Ri and do not belong to the word w

)(
iii

wRRwR
NNN  . 

For the previous example we have: 

2,2,3

,0,3,3,14,14

,15,12,15,15,1

,1,0,3,0,0,3

,3,3,3,3,3,15

654

32165

43216

543216

54321











WRWRWR

WRWRWRRWRW

RWRWRWRWWR

WRWRWRWRWRR

RRRRRW

NNN

NNNNN

NNNNN

NNNNNN

NNNNNN

 

 Step 3. We take only the roots having at least one 

common bigram with the word w (
iwRN ≥ 1) as 

candidate roots among the list of all roots in order to 

reduce the calculation time. 

In our previous example, we can take only the roots: R3 

 with ”َٓة“ = R6 ,”ْٔة“ = R5 ,”رْة“ =
iwRN = 3, 1, 1 

respectively. 

 Step 4. we calculate the distance D(w, Ri) between 

the word W and each candidate root Ri (R3, R5, R6) 

according to the following equation : 

           
wRRwwRi

iii
NkNKNRwD ***2),(            (2) 

Where: k is a constant which must take a high value 

(we put here k=100) 

For the previous example we obtain: 

D(w, R3) = 2*3+100*12+100*0 = 1206 

D(w, R5) = 2*1+100*14+100*2 = 1602 

D(w, R6) = 2*1+100*14+100*2 = 1602 

 Step 5. In the last step, we assign the root that has 

the lowest value of distance D(w, Ri) among the 

candidate roots to the word W. It is the required 

root. 

In our example, the root of the word “ٌٕٚزْث” is “رْة” 

Finally, we note that our new algorithm has the 

following advantages: 

1. Does not require the removal of affixes whose 

distinction from the native letters of the word is 

quite difficult. 

2. Works for any word whatever the length of the 

root, i.e., 3-lateral, 4-drilateral, 5-lateral, 6-lateral 

roots. 

3. Valid for strong and vocalic roots which generally 

pose problems in Arabic during their derivation, 

because of the complete change of their forms. 

4. Does not use any morphological rule nor patterns 

but only simple calculations of distances. 

5. Very practical algorithm and easy to implement on 

machine. 

4. Experimentations and Obtained Results 

To validate our proposed algorithm, we used three 

corpuses which can be classified according their sizes 

into: small corpus, middle corpus, and large corpus 

(see Table 1). Each one is constituted of many files as 

indicated below: 

1. The file of derived forms (gross words) which 

contains morphological forms of words derived 

from many Arabic roots. 

2. The file of roots which contains many Arabic roots. 

We note that these roots are trilateral, quadrilateral, 

quinquelateral, and hexalateral. We also note that 

many of them are vocalic roots which contain at 

least one vowel (see Table 2). 

3. The file of golden roots which contains the correct 

roots of all words present in our corpus. This 

golden list was prepared by an expert linguist and 

used as a reference list, i.e., by comparing the list of 

obtained roots (extracted by the system) and the 

reference list (established by the expert), we can 

calculate the roots extraction accuracy (success 

ratio). The extraction process and the obtained 
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results are shown in Tables 3 and 4 as well as 

Figures 1 and 2. 

Table 1. Corpuses used in experiments. 

Corpus 
Size of derived 

words’ file 

Size of the 

roots’ file 

Size of the golden 

roots’ file 

Small corpus 50 25 50 

Middle corpus 270 135 270 

Large corpus 2250 600 2250 

Table 2. A sample of 3-lateral, 4-lateral, 5-lateral, 6-lateral roots. 

Trilateral roots 
Quadrilateral 

roots 

Quinquelateral 

roots 
Hexalateral roots 

 اسحعًم اَطهق أكشو صسع

 اسححسٍ اَكسش أعاٌ صُع

 اسحعاٌ اححٕٖ أعطٗ ججش

 اعشٕشة اجحًع عهّى أتٗ

 ادْاوّ  اخخشّ  ستّٗ َفش

 اخخاسّ  جقذّو تشّأ عهٗ

 اجهٕدّ  جحطّى قاجم داس

 احشَجى جحذّٖ حاسة طاس

 افشَقع جعاطٗ داٍٚ عطس

ٌّ  جذحشج صنضل صذع  اطًأ

Table 3. Extraction of some Arabic roots using our new algorithm. 

Word 
Nearest 

roots 

Nb.Common 

bi-grams 

Distance 

values 

Extracted 

root 

Correct 

root 

 ٚحعهًٌٕ
كّهى ، عانج ، عهى 

 ، عًم ، كًٍ
3 ، 1 ، 3 ، 2 ، 

1 

2806 ، 3202 ، 

2506 ، 2704 ، 

2902،  

 عهى عهى

 كحة كحة 306 ، 1402 3 ، 1 اقحصذ ، كحة كاجة

 يعهى
كهّى ، عانج ، عهى 

 ، عًم ، كًم

3 ، 1 ، 3 ، 3 ، 

1 

1006 ، 1402 ، 

706 ، 708 ، 

1102 

 عهى عهى

 كحاجٛة
اقحصذ، كحة، 

 جأجأ
1 ، 3 ، 1 

2002 ، 906 ، 

1402 
 كحة كحة

 اقحصاد
قصذ ، اقحصذ ، 

 عقذ
3 ، 10 ، 1 

1106 ، 420 ، 
1502 

 اقحصذ اقحصذ

 ٚقصذٌٔ
قصذ ، اقحصذ ، 

 عقذ
3 ، 3 ، 1 

1206 ، 1906 ، 

1602 
 قصذ قصذ

 علاج
عانج ، عهى ، 

 عًم
5 ، 1 ، 1 

210 ، 702 ، 

702 
 عانج عانج

 يعانجة
عانج ، عهى ، 
 عًم ، كًم

6 ، 1 ، 2 ، 1 
912 ، 1602 ، 
1404 ، 1602 

 عانج عانج

 اسحخذو
اقحصذ ، خًذ ، 

 خذو
3 ، 2 ، 3 

1906 ، 1404 ، 

1206 
 خذو خذو

 خادو
اقحصذ ، خًذ ، 

 خذو
1 ، 2 ، 3 

1402 ، 504 ، 

306 
 خذو خذو

 3 ، 1 ، 1 كهى ، كًم، كًٍ كًٌٕ
702 ، 702 ، 

306 
 كًٍ كًٍ

 سُسحذسجٓى
اقحصذ ، خذو ، 

 دسج ، ْضو
1 ، 1 ، 3 ، 1 

3802 ، 3102 ، 

2706 ، 3102 
 دسج دسج

 رتزب رتزب 508 ، 1002 4 ، 1 كحة ، رتزب يحزتزب

 ْضو ْضو 706 3 ْضو ْضائى

َٓىٔٚٓضو 2006 ، 2402 3 ، 1 كًٍ ، ْضو   ْضو ْضو 

 انًشتٌّٕ

كهى ، عانج ، عهى 

، كًٍ ، ستّٗ ، 
 طاس

1 ، 1 ، 1 ، 1 ، 

3 ، 1 

2902 ، 3202 ، 

2902 ، 2902 ، 
2806 ، 2902 

 ستّٗ ستّٗ

 طاس طاس 904 2 طاس طٛشاٌ

3 ، 1 اقحصذ ، طاس طائشات  طاس طاس 1006 ,2102 

Table 4. Obtained results when extracting the words roots. 

Corpus Nb.Roots Nb.Words 
Correct 

Results 

Wrong 

Results 

Success 

Rate(%) 

Error 

Rate (%) 

Small 25 50 49 1 98,00 2,00 

Middle 135 270 253 17 94,07 5,93 

Large 600 2250 2028 222 90,13 9,87 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Correct and wrong results in number of words. 

 

Figure 2. Calculation of success rate and error rate. 

5. Comparisons with Other Algorithms 

To show the effectiveness of our algorithm proposed, 

we concluded our work by establishing a comparison 

with other known algorithms. For this purpose, we 

took a sample words list and tried to extract the root of 

each word using three well-known algorithms which 

are: Khodja stemmer, Yousef et al. stemmer, and our 

proposed stemmer, the obtained results were shown in 

Table 5. On the other hand, we illustrated the obtained 

results when applying the three above algorithms on 

the three corpuses used in the experimentation, 

namely: the small corpus, the middle corpus, and the 

large corpus, then, we summarized the obtained 

accuracy for each algorithm in Table 6 and Figure 3. 

Table 5. Extraction of some roots using the three algorithms. 
 

Word 
Extracted Root 

Khodja Algo Yousef Algo Our new Algo Corr. root 

 عهى عهى عهى عهى ٚحعهًٌّٕ

 كحة كحة كحة كحة كاجة

 كحة كحة كحة Not stemmed كحاجٛة

 اقحصذ اقحصذ اقحصذ قصذ اقحصاد

 دسج دسج دسج Not stemmed سُسحذسجٓى

 لألأ لألأ لألأ Not stemmed يحلأنئ

 ستّٗ ستّٗ ستّٗ ستٍ انًشتٌّٕ

 طاس طاس طاس طٕس طائشات

 ٔنٕل ٔنٕل ٔنٕل نٛم ٔنٕنة

 ٔقع ٔقع ٔقع قٕع ٔقٛعة

 ٔصٌ ٔصٌ َٓة صٍَ ٚضََٕٓى

 صنضل صنضل جُاصل Not stemmed صلاصل

 حسة حسة َسٙ Not stemmed حٕاسٛة

 َسج َسج سجذ َسج َاسج

 َضل َضل جُاصل َضل َٕاصل

Table 6. Illustration of obtained accuracy for the three algorithms. 

Corpus Size 
The obtained accuracy (suc_ rate, err_ 

rate)% 

 Nb.roots Nb.words Khodja Algo Yousef Algo Our new Algo 

Small 25 50 68,00 32,00 92,00 8,00 98,00 2,00 

Middle 135 270 83,70 16,30 63,33 36,66 94,07 5,93 

Large 600 2250 68,43 31,57 61,32 38,68 90,13 9,87 
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Figure 3. Comparison between three algorithms. 

6. Discussion 

From Table 5, we see that Khodja algorithm fails 

sometimes in getting the correct root of the given word 

and for many words it produced one of two results:  

1. Not stemmed (i.e., حٕاسٛة,سُسحذسجٓى ).  

2. A new word and sometimes a wrong word that does 

not exist in Arabic (i.e., ( قٕع ، ٔقٛعة) (طٕس ، طائشات)  ).  

The same thing can be said for Yousef et al. algorithm. 

Although it gives better results than Khodja algorithm, 

it fails for many words like: ( (سجذ، َاسج), (صٍَ، ٚضََٕٓى) ). 

For the same cases, our algorithm always gives the 

correct root and the failure is very limited. From Table 

6 and Figure 3, we can deduce that our proposed 

algorithm gives the best results for the three used 

corpuses with a very high accuracy. We note here the 

value 98 % for the small corpus, 94,07 % for the 

middle corpus, and 90,13 % for the large corpus. 

7. Conclusions and Perspectives 

In this paper we have studied how we can reduce the 

size of terms in Arabic text categorization by 

stemming. For this purpose, we exposed the most 

known algorithms in the field, including morphological 

algorithms mainly based on the use of morphological 

rules of Arabic, and statistical algorithms which are the 

newest in the field, and require only simple calculations 

of distances. We also proposed a new statistical 

algorithm based on bigrams technique. This algorithm 

is fast, does not require the removal of affixes nor the 

use of any morphological rules, capable to find all types 

of roots, i.e., 3-lateral, 4-lateral, 5-lateral, and 6-lateral 

roots. There is no difference between strong roots and 

vocalic roots in our new algorithm. We also established 

a comparison between our proposed algorithm and two 

other well-known algorithms in the field, namely: 

Khodja algorithm, Yousef et al. algorithm. The first 

one sometimes fails in getting the correct root of the 

given word and for many words it produced one of two 

results:  

1. Not stemmed word. 

2. A completely new word and sometimes a wrong 

word that does not exist in Arabic.  

The same thing can be said for the second one. 

Although it gives better results than the first, it fails 

for many words. For the same cases, our new 

algorithm always gives the correct root, the failure is 

very limited, and the obtained success ratio of root 

extraction is very promising. In our future work, we 

plan to apply our new algorithm on a corpus of Arabic 

words with big sizes, to improve the obtained success 

rate, and to apply it in extracting the root of words in 

other languages such as English and French. 
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